AIMday Robotics in Healthcare is a meeting focused on making contacts between organisations and academic researchers from the University of Edinburgh with specific expertise in the field of robotics in healthcare. The meeting brings new perspectives on company challenges by matching these questions with academic expertise.

Robot technologies are evolving exponentially, particularly as they converge with other functionalities such as AI to learn from their environment, from each other, and from humans. AIMday Robotics in Healthcare seeks to help industry and the healthcare sector to identify existing technical, sociotechnical, organisational, and regulatory challenges that may be hampering progress and to find approaches to potential solutions.

What AIMday Robotics in Healthcare offers:

- Tailor-made discussions with academic researchers, using your questions as a starting point
- Meet with academics who have expertise in the field of robotics in healthcare and who have worked previously with industry
- Learn about the latest medical robots and innovations in the healthcare sector
- Explore new opportunities for product and business development through collaboration with academic researchers
- Meet representatives from other companies/organisations

AIMday Robotics in Healthcare will be held at the University of Edinburgh on 22 May 2018.

The emergence of robotics is transforming industries around the world.

Speak with expert academic scientists and get a step ahead.
Register questions you want to discuss

AIMday Robotics in Healthcare focuses upon companies challenges and needs for new knowledge in the use of robotics in the healthcare industry. The meeting is centred around workshops where questions raised by the companies are discussed together with academic scientists and experts from several different disciplines. We welcome questions from both companies and public organisations.

AIMday – How it works

One question, one hour, a group of academic experts – the AIMday format is unique. It all starts with your question!

Information and registration at

www.aimday.se/roboticsinhealthcare-edinburgh-2018

Registration is open until 13 April 2018 for companies to submit their questions. Submit at least one question. This is your entrance ticket. Participation in AIMday is free of charge.

For further information please contact:

Edinburgh Innovations
edinburgh.innovations@ed.ac.uk

www.aimday.se/roboticsinhealthcare-edinburgh-2018

This publication can be made available in alternative formats on request.